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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this research was to determine if

disadvantaged children in general prefer one particular method of
learning word recognition tasks and if the learning methods
preferences of disadvantaged children differ significantly from the
learning styles of nondisadvantaged children. From 529 second
graders, 20 disadvantaged children and 20 nondisadvantaged children
were randomly selected and administered the Mills Learning Methods
Test. The data were analyzed through a two-way analysis of variance.
Results showed that for all subjects the visual method was the most
effective and the kinesthetic method was the least effective.
Nondisadvantaged children performed significantly better than
disadvantaged children on all four methods (visual, phonics,
kinesthetic, and combination). No best method for teaching word
recognition to disadvantaged children was found. On all four methods
the white subjects performed significantly better than the Negro
subjects, and the female subjects performed significantly better Clan
the male subjects. Related literature was reviewed, and
characteristics of the disadvantaged children, the school role, and
the Mills Learning Methods Test were discussed in detail. Tables,
appendixes and a bibliography are included. (AW)
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The major purposes of the investigation were to determine whether or not

disadvantaged children learn more effectively from one particular method of

teaching word r cognition skills, and to determine if the effectiveness of methods

of teaching word recognition is significantly different when presented to disadvan-

taged and non-disadvantaged children.

The second grade students in the public schools of Lincoln Parish, Louisiana,

were divided according to socio-acono ic status . A random selection of twenty

disadvantaged cb:Idren, those whose family income is $3,000.00 per year or less-,

and twenty non-disadvantaged students, tho e whose family income is in excess of

000 00 per annum

rev'

was made from 529 second grade students in the parish. The

rcher administered the Mills Learning Methods Test which includes tea hing

and testing procedures for visual, phonic, kinesthetic, and combination ethods of



presenting word recognition skills, to each of the forty subjects individually. The

obtained data were analyzed through a two-way classification analysis of variance,

Lindquist Type I Design. The subjects were divided according to both race and sex

and additional analyses were made, employing the same design.

The following are results of the statistical analyses and conclusions which

are based on the analyses.

The visual method for presenting word recognition tasks was significantly

more effective than either the phonic or kinesthetic methods, regardless of the

socio-economic status, race, or sex of the subjects. The combination method was

significantly better than the kinesthetic method. The visual method appears to be

the most effective for teaching seven-year-Old children to learn new words, while

the kinesthetic method appears to be the least effective method with that age group.

Non-disadvantaged children performed significantly better than disadvan-

taged children on each of the four learning methods. Children of adequate means

tend to learn more new words in a giv n length of time th n do disadvantaged chil-

dren, reaa dless of the method by which they are taught.

The results indicated no best method for presenting word recognition tasks

disadvantaged learners as a group. Disadvantaged students do not appear to

have a learning style for word recognition which diffe s from the style of non-

disadvantaged children. Those methods of instruction which are effective with

non-disadvantaged lea ners should also prove effective with disadvantaged learners.

The performance of white subjects on the Learning Methods Test was signif-

icantly superior to that of Negro subjects. Negro students tend to perform les



efficiently with word recognition tasks than do white students, regardless of the

method by which they are taught.

No one method was found to be significantly more effective for Negro sub-

jects than for white subjects. Even though Negro students tend to perform more

poorly than do white students when presented with word recognit on tasks, they

seem to learn through the same methods of instrjation.

Female subjects achieved s1gnIf1cantl> higher scores on each of the four

methods than did male subjects. Male students tend to perform with less efficiency

on word recognition t sks than do females, regardless of the teaching method.

The results of the study indicate that the learning styles of disadvantaged

students do not differ as much as has been suggested by various authors. The spe-

cific socio-economic, sex, and racial characteristics of students do not appear to

influence the methods of word recognition to which learners will respond most

readily and most effectively.
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CHAPTER I

I NTRODUCTI N

One of the most urgent and complex tasks confronting educators is the pro-.

vision of appropriate educ tional opportunities for disadvantaged children. The

problem becomes more severe s the disadvantaged school population increases.

Reading skill is one basic component of success in oth 'r academic areas.

However, under typical reading programs offered in the schools, the majority of

the disadvantaged children do not master the reading task. Although reading

programs for disadvantaged children have mushroomed throughout the United States,

only the surface of the problem of providing basic instruction in reading tasks has

been penetrated. It seems evident that unless measures can be taken to make the

process of learning to read more appropriate for disadvantaged children, these

children w II be doomed to failure in other academic areas.

-,TH E. PROBLEM

Purpose of the study. The study was designed to determine w! er or not

disadvantaged youth in general prefer one particular method of learning word

%.2ertrude Whipple and Millard H.- Black, Rending for Children Without--
Our Disadvantaged Youth (Newark, Delaware: international Rea-dina Associntinn,
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recognit on tasks. Another aspect of the study involved determining if the ward

recognition learning preferences of disadvantaged children differ significantly from

the learning styles of non-disadvantaged children.

Importance of the study. Since reading.ability is a prerequisite for success

in other content fields, the schools must provide-reading programs which will pro-

duce mature readers. In the past, the reading programs have failed a majority of

the disadvantaged children. Deutsch found that by the time children from di:advan-

taged homes reach junior high sr.ho- I, 60 per cent are retarded in reading from one

to four years.2 It has been suggested that one reason for the gross inefficiency is

that the school curriculum stresses instructional strategies whkh are in direct con-
,.

3trast to cognitive styles preferred by disadvantaged chi ldre

It seemed reasonable to assume that if the learning method most appropriate

for disadvantaged children could be determined, the first battle in providing a bet-

ter educational program for disadvantaged children would be won. If the method by

whkh disadvantaged children can best learn word recognition skills could be deter-

mined, the find ngs would have fcrreaching effects in the provision of app opriate

reading programs for d.sadvanta e children. Furthermore, a more efficient reading

program promises to result in increased academic performance in many other cu ric-

ular areas.

Martin Deutsch, "Nursery_Education: The Influences of Social-Programming
DevelooMent," ,The_Journal_OF Nursery FdLiaation, III (April-, 1963, )

3Preparing Teachers of Disadvantaged Children (Austin
Eduèational Deve

Texas: outhwest



DEFINITIONS OF TERMS

Disadvantaged children. The term was used to refer to children whose fami-

lies earn an annual income of $3,000.00 or less. The income bracket coincides with

the definition of poverty maintained by the Council of Economic Advisors.4

Non-disadvantaged children. The term referred to all children whose family

income is in excess of $3,000.00 per annum.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

The study was limited to the second grade pupils of Lincoln Parish, Louisiana.

The participants of the study were further rest icted to those pupils for whom socio-

economic data were. available. Consequently, those pupils who had entered the

Linc In Parish schoels for the-first time during the fall ef 1969 were omitted in the

_sampling procedure unless- their school records had.been previously.received by the

school which the students,were attending.

-RESEARCH QUESTIONS..

Based upon the theory that disadvan aged youth have different learning styles

from non-disadvantaged children, the basic research questions

it reasonable to assume that disadvantaged children have preference

Reoort....of,the_President_Ton her witk the Annual Report of the
Council of Eonornic svsors as ington, unci o conomic visors, A
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learning word recognition skills which are not coincident with non-disadvantaged

children? Do disadvantaged children as a group perform better with reading tasks

when taught by any one reading method? Are individual differences in preference

for different reading methods more significant with non-disadvantaged children when

compared with disadvantaged children? Do disadvantaged children learn word

reccgnition tasks more efficiently through visual, kinesthetic, phonics, or combi-

nation methods?



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Although much research concerning the disadvantaged child has been con-

ducted, 82 pe -cent of the studies were addressed to the necessity of changes within

the disadvantaged child himself. The need for societal change was the topic of 10

percent of the existing research. However, only 8 percent of the studies related to

the needed changes in the schools, either in methods-or curriculum. Therefore,

appears that little emphasis has been in the direction of the needed modifications of

the schools.5 Those few studies which do exist dealt with evaluation of specific

enrichment and demonstration programs. These studies. usually failed to define'the

particular methods which appeared successful withdisadvantaged children.6

DEFINI.TION OF THE- DISADVANTAGED

Current lIterature is replete with such terms as culturally disadvantaged,

culturally deprived socially disadvantaged socially deprived educationally d s-

Ily deprived In many instances, the ter s are used for

5Doxey Wilkerson, "Prevailing and Needed Emphasis in Research on the
Education of Disadvantaged Children and Youth," The Disadvantaged Child: Issues
arid Innovations, eds. Joe L. Frost and Glenn R. Hawkes (Boston: Houghton Mif-
Trin Co:, 19637, p. 278.

6Ibid., pp. 282-28
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variety rather than for distinctions in their basic meaning. Reissman uses the terms

interchangeably to refer to the members of the lower socio-economic groups.7

Kaplan maintains that regardless of the arbitrary term which is use to apply to the im-

poverished groups, they exhibit two characteristicslower socio-economic status

and deficiency in cultural strength. The second characteristic is usually a conse-

quence of the first factor. Schwab contends that the common denominator for the

low scoring, low achieving childr,n who are termed disadvantaged is a depressed

socio-economic environment.9

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DISADVANTAGED

Reissman described the following as characteristics of the disadvantaged:

Relative slowness at cognitive tasks

Apparent preference for learning throu h physical and concrete

approaches

Apparent n i intellectu lism

Reliance upon tradition and superstition

Acquaintance with a male-centered culture

Row

7Frank Reissman, The Culturally Deprived Child (New York: Harper and
Publishers 1962), P. 3.

Delta,Kappan, XXIV (November, 1963) 70..

Herbert M. Schwab, et al., Race anciEqual Educational Opportunity In
Portland's Public Schools (PoriTara; Oregon:- Board of EdiiCation, Mul lnomah School
Di-strict No. 1, 1964), p..72;

8Bernard Kaplan, "Issues in Educating the CUlturally Disadv n aged," Phi
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6. Lack of flexibility in beliefs

7. Alienation from the larger social structure

8. Tendency to blame others for personal misfortun s

9. Deficiency in auditory attention and interpretative skills

10. Inefficient reading ability a d deficiency in communicative skills in

general .10

Crow and his co-authars reported that disadvantaged children have inade-

quate cognitive powe s and require a kinesthetic approach to learning. 11 They des-

cribed the typical learning style of deprived children as follows.

1. Physical and visual rather than aural

Content-centered rather than form-centered

Externally oriented rather than introspective

Probl -centered rather than abstract-centered

4. lnduc ive rather th n deductive

6. Spatial rather th n temporal

Reissman, op. cit. 124.

11Le5ter Crow, Waiter I. Murray, and Hugh H. Smythe, Educating.the
Culturally-Disadvanta ed Child (New York:- David McKay Compancf77777), :9.

122.

12Ibid., p. 18
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Other characteristics of the disadvantaged were discussed by Metfessel. He

contended that disadvantaged children learn more readily by irrlucti e elan by de-

ductive approaches; and therefore, discovery techniques would be ineffective. He

found disadvantaged children to be symbolically deprived, to have poor attention

pans, and to need to see concrete applications of what is learned.13

Reissman contended that the whole style of learning of disadvantaged groups

is not set to respond to or I or written stimuli. He stated that disadv ntaged chil-

dren respond more readily to visual-kinesthetic signals. 14

Several authors found that disadvantaged children show little or no retar-

dation in immediate memory span and ability to master tasks involving rote learning.

These two characteristics seemed to be the main learning strengths of the disadvcn

taged.15 Bereiter and Englemann interpreted the phenomenon as involving tasks

which do not rely on previously learned concepts. They contended that the per-

form nce of disadvantaged children on immediate memory span and rote le rning

tasks approximat s the demonstration of raw ability to learn. The authors concluded

13Newton S. Metfessel, Unpublished research, Center for the Study of the
Education of Disadvantaged Youth, University of Southern California, 1964, as
found in Millard Black, "Characteristics of the Culturally Disadvantaged Child,"
The Reading Teacher, XVIII (March, 1965), 465-470.

14Frank Reissman, "The Overlooked Positives of Disadvant ged Gr u
The Disadvantaaed Child: Issues and Innovations, op. cit., p. 55.

I. J. Semler and I. Iscoe, "Comparative and Developmental Study of
the Learning Abilities of Negro and White Children Under Four Conditions," Jour-
nal of Educational Psychology, LIV (1963), 40; A. R. jensen, "Learning AbilftTin
Retard-ed, Average, cui7-1fri-d Children," Merrill-Palmer Quaiterl,,, IX (1963),
138.
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that the disadvantaged child lacks learning itself, and not the fundamental c pacity

to learn. 16

PERCEPTUAL AND LINGUISTIC FACTORS AND LEARNING STYLE

Several authors suggested that the learning style of students is a function of

their early linguistic environment. Bernstein contended that those pupils whose envi-

r nment is restricted in linguistic code tend to develop a perceptual orientation

which might partially account for a preference in regard to word recognition. He

maintained that such pupils develop a perceptual orientation to contenta function

of the learned ability to respond to the boundaries of an object. However, elaborate

linguistic code environments tended to produce an orientation to structure--a func-

tion of the learned ability to respond to an object as perceived in terms of its rela-

ltionship to other objects. 17

Fantini and Weinstein found that restricted linguistic codes dominate lower

socio-economic strata while middle and upper strata maintain an elaborate code 18
.

In agreement with Bernstein's sociolinguistic theory, the authors stated that the res-

tricted code users depend upon their immediate perceptions, which, consequently,

16Cari Bereiter and Siegfried En-0lemann, Teaching Disadvantaged Children
in the Preschool (Englewood Cliffs, New Jerser Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1966), p 5.

17Basil Bernstein, 11 Sociolog
nal of Sociologx, IX (1958), 160:

cal Determinants of Perception Br tish Jour-

18Ma io D. Fantini and Gerald Weinstein, The Disadvantaged-. Challenge
o Education New York: Harper and Row, Publishers, 1968), P-.Ry3.

2
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limit their ability for abstraction and reduce inductive and deductive thinking. 19

In comparing the psycholinguistic abilities of lower-class children of Anglo-

Xnerican, Latin-American, and Negro descent, Webb found that inadequate audi-

tory discrimination is a characteristic of lower-class children regardless of their

line of descent.2° Stephenson studied the psycholinguistic abilities of first grade

children from lower socio-economic families. He found that children from lower

socio-economic strata were more adept in visual decoding-21

In her study of language patterns of first grade Negro students, Brown de-

tected evidence that the linguistic habits of the culturally disadvant_g d Negro

hinder his r ading skill development.22 Cohn

of the disadvantaged school population may be

that makes for less effective functioning in the

suggested that the reading difficulties

an effect kind of cognitive style

school .enyironment.23

In their controlled observations of disadvantaged Negro preschool children,

Bereiter and Englemann noted that these children tend to treat sentences as expanded

19Ib1d. pp. 50-51.

20patricia Kimberly Webb, "A Comparison of the Psycholinguistic Abilities
of Anglo-American, Negro, and Latin-American Lower-Class Preschool Children,"
Dissertation Abstracts International XXIX (April, 1969), p. 3352A.

21Bobby Lynn Stephenson, "A Study of Sex and Race Variables and Psycho-
/inguistic Abilities of Lower Socio-Econornic Status First Grade Children," Disserta-
tion Abstracts International, op. cit., p. 3475A.

22Virginia Louise Brown, "Language Pattern Interference in Oral Reading of
Selected Urban Negro First-Graders," Dissertation Abstracts, XXIX (December,
1968), 1817A.

23Marvin Lester Cohn, Field Dependence Independenc and Reading Com-
pr hension," Dissertation Abstracts, XXIX (August 1968 ), 477A
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words, They found that the children lacked the basic understanding of discre e

words-24 They suggested that the disadvantaged child's inability to tre t words as

discrete units may handicap him in learning ro read, since the reading task initially

involv s discrete word units.25

TEACHING METHODS AND -LEARNING-STYLES

Within the past decade..some relevant studies emerge-I which indicated a--

relationship between persenal ty and effective teaching methods.26 Only limited

research was- conducted Which treated teaching-methods and-different learning. styles.

Bruininks undertook a study to determine whether matchkag teaching methads

-to auditorY and visual _perceptual-strengths:of sec-o-nd,and third..grade disadv ntaged-

boys would facilitate their learning of unknown words. On the bas s of their per-

formance on six auditory tests and six perception tests, he divided the 104 students

into two groups a strong visual but weak auditory group and a st ong auditory but

weak visual group. The chi Idr n vere taught fifteen unknown words by a phonic

method with the teaching procedures being taken from the Mills Learning Methods

Test. e concluded that there was a trend tow d higher performance w th the

24Bereiter and Engle ann, op. cit., pp 4 5.

25Ibid P. 274.

26D. E. P. Smith, et. aJ., "Reading Improvement as Funcation of Student
Personality and Teaching Method," Journal of Educational Psychology, XLVI I
(1956), 47.
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visual method irrespective of the child's perceptual abilities. Therefore, the

pupils learned to recognize unknown words equally well under teaching procedures

which matched either their perceptual strengths or perceptual we knesses.27

Wooden studied the effectiveness of three different approaches to the teach-

ing of reading to disadv ntaged first grade students who were Spanish-speaking.

The reading methods included a basal approach, a linguistic app oach and a lin-

guistic approach in combination with a perceptual and cognitive development pro-

gram. None of the appro ches produced significantly higher g ins in reading

achievement.28

In an atfempt to differentiate the learning styles of disadvantaged, average,

and privileged junior high school students, Brown found that disadvantaged students

were lowest of the groups on inductive reasoning tests. Ho ever, he found no sta-

tistically significant difference in the patterns of ability a ong the three groups.

He concluded that learning styles may not vary as widely as some authors conjecture.

He suggested that the instructional failings with disadvantaged students may be symp-

tom tic of basic instructional deficiencies with all students but that out-of-school

27Robert Henry Bruininks, "Relationship of Auditory and Visual Perceptual
Strengths to Methods of Teaching Word Recogniiion Among Disadvantaged. Negro
Boys," Dissertation AbStracts Internatianar XXX (September, 1969); 1011k.

28Sharort-..Leel.Anderton.Wood....e..6.'..7..A..'_;:Stydycif...:-...the .ffealtiNiene-S-S.-.-.0f,-",Th_ree: A._ p.. -..- ......_.., -...- .. _....:....._ .._.._ ,. . .. ... .....: .. .. ... .

-,--praacheS' to-Ihe Teaahing-rof:Readind--taH'S-.0anishtpeakind',.PisadVantadedi:PuOils: i6----
-.,- ,-..- ,.-- -----.-]- .-. ..,----.--;...:....... ..- :-.-._-.. ..... -.. - ....,.: .... .. -.:..-.,- : _. ..:-.:-.-. . -
.the Fiest -Geade--;!!'::::DiteOcitioli:Alisito6ts _:-Internationa I ,.::-. XXX.::. (OCI-Ober., .':1969),_ ..
i1,47.5A



influences of children other than the disadv ntaged allow them to overcome the

instructional deficit.29

THE ROLE OF THE SCHOOL

If education seeks to.modify the behavior of the diSadvantaged child, t .6

target of change must be the schools themselves. 30 It seems that the curriculum

and methods used by the schools st ess instructional modes which are incompatible

with the cognitive styles of disadvantaged youth. 31 The current method of dealin

with the educational deficit of the disadvantaged child, compensatory education,

has been accused of aiming at the wrong target. The compensatory education pro-

gram implies that there is nothing wrong With the traditional educational program,

ther there is something wrong with the disadvantaged lea ners.32

Ausubel reported the possibility of arresting and reversing the course of

intellectual retardation of the disadvantaged child if the school would offer that

child optimal learning opportunities from the nset of formal educ tion. He stated

13

29 .Oliver Robert Brown Jr. "An Examination of Some Parameters That May
Differentiate Learning Styles of Disadvantaged Average, and Privileged Junior
High School Students," Dissertation Abstracts International, XXX September,
1969), 1010A.

30Proposed Program to Improve Education of Negro Pupils in Louisiana and
Texas Adder4um (Austin, Texas: Regional- Piograoroup for Negro

t.ration, Souiaest Educational Development Laboratory, (February, 1967), p. 4.

Preparing Teachers of Disadvant ged Children loc. cit

Fantini and Weinstein, op. cit. p. 255
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that an effective strategy would insure that the initial learning material w s geared

to the kmrner's existing readiness,- that-child en h-ad Mastered one task beforelhe

introduction of .newtasks, and that-Structured... materials be used widely. 33

Deutsch agreed that the developm .nt 'of the typical aCademic retardation

found among disadvantaged children could be forestal lad if -the schools would-ini-

tiate appropriate programs before academic retardation begins.34.

Accordina to Cummings, the most important discovery of research on-disad-

vantaged- youth- has been that these pupils have the capadity for learning, but that

they have their own ways of:learning which differ from' those of middle-class s.tu

dents-. 35-

-Edwards. ma ntained that.the failure of disadvantaged students represents the

.failure of..thesChools to present-the-cUrriculuM.in. a manner Compatible-With-the

learning Style and -baCkgraund of the- disadVantaged child He suggested. Modifi-

cation of-the:instruction I approach rather --than 'a change. in curriculum 3.6 Smith

David P. Ausubel "A Teaching Strategy for Culturally Deprived Pupils:
Cogn tive and Motivational Considerations," The School Review, (Winter, 1966)
459.

34Deutsch, op cit. p. 194.

35Howard H. Cummings, "Conclusions, Program for the Educationally
Disadvantaged (Washington, D. C.:- U. S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, I96, p. 101:

36Thomas J. Edwards, "Cultural Deprivation: Ideas for Action," Forging
Ahead in Reading, ed. J. Allen Figure! (Newark, Delaware: Internation&ITZeing
Assc---=4-173r77-9-EZ p. 359.
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also advocated a different instructional approach for-teaching disadvantaged- chil--

dren.37

In-her discussion of the inadequacies of most reading progrems in helping

disadvantaged students, Whipple stated that the only avenue-taken in the. -develop-

ment of more appropr ate instruction for disadvantaged children-was--the -provision of

multicultural materials-38 Brown admonished the scho Is for failing to recognize

that the mechanics of word perception and work attack skills cannot be isolated from

conceptual involvement. She maintained that since reading is a cognitive process,

each pupil's m ntal ust be e plared and methods must be based upon the

findings. 39

The successful educational program would be one which is determined by the

child his cultural milieu, and his learning style. 40

37Mildred Beatty Smith, "Reading for the Culturally Disadvantaged
Reading Instruction: Dimensions and Issues, ed. William K. Durr, (Boston:
tc-37-; Mifflin,Co., 1967), p. 178.

38Gertrude Whipple, 'Multicultural Primers for Today's Child en
Disadvantaged Child: Issues and Innovations, op. cit., p. 301

Judith Brown, "A Rationale for the Teaching of Reading to Disadvanta
Children," Improvement of Reading Through Classroom Practice, ed. J. Allen
Figurel, (Newar ssociation, 1968), p.
168.

Hough-

40Agendo of the Board of Directors, (Austin, Texas: Southwest Educational
Development Laboratory,_ 1967), p.

29
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USE OF THE MILLS LEARNING METHODS TEST

The research methods and conclusions of some authors appeared to have

special significance for the development and implementation of the present research

design. The follow ng research was of particular imp rtance in the formulation of

hypotheses and in the development of appropriate plans for statistical analyses in

the present study.

Mills used thirty-nine boys and n neteen girls in second through fifth grades

of public schools in one Florida county. The subjects were divided into nine cl ssi-

fications for purposes of treatment. The classification variables included sex,

chronologiacl age, reading level, and intelligence. His Learning Methods Test

was administered to each subject in order to determine the teaching method most

effective for teaching wo d recognition to various types of individuals.41 Howev r

he limited his study to children of the white race.42

He used an ahalysis of variance design to determine whether or not signifi-

cant differences in the mean scores of the different groupings did exist. He used un-

equal numbers of case but with a minimum of five subjects for each cell 43

Mills reported that his study showed conclus vely that diffe ent children

Robert Mills, "An Evaivation of the Techniques for Teaching Word Recog
nition, Readings in Reading: Practice, Theor , Research, ech. Deiwyn Schubert
and The o e Torgerson ew or T om s Crowe 1968) p. 310.

42Ibid.,

3Ibid.,

312.

1
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learn to recognize words more effectively by different teaching methods. No one

method was best for all children_ Mills also found that for children of low intelli-

gence the phonic method tended to be least effective and the kinesthetic method

was best, but no significant differences were noted. Children of average intelli-

gence seemed to perform most poorly with the kinesthetic method, but no statistical

difference was found. Children of high intelligence tended to learn words equally

as well, regardless of the teaching method. Seven-year-old children appeared to

learn most effectively through the visual approach and least effectively through the

kinesthetic method. The other two methods tended to be neither effect ve nor in-

effective with the seven-year age group. For eight-year-old children, Mills found

the kinesthetic method to be significantly better than the phonic and apparently

better than the other two methods. With nine-year-old children, no one of the

four methods s outstandingly effective or IneffectIve.44

Coleman studied -.studentS retarded one t ten years in reading. He adminis-

tered the Mills Le ning Methodi Test to his subjects. Again socio-economic status

of the students was not a pertinent factor. He reported five major findings, none of

which was statistically significanti, He f und, first that underachi vers did not

prefer any one method Second, the kinesthetic method was not better than the

other three methods. Third, Intel' gence was unrelated to preferred method Fourth,

age was unrelated to the method preferred. Fifth, observ ble differences were in

Ibid p 314.
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favor of the visual and combination methods.45

The study conducted by Bruininks did incorporate socio-economic status as

a relevant factor. However, his subjects conshted of only disadvantaged Negro

boys. On the basis of auditory and visual perception tests, he divided his subjects

into a strong visual group and a strong auditory group. He taught each child fifteen

unknown words by a visual method and fifteen unknown words by a phonic method.

He used the Mills Learning Methods Test visual and phonics sections, as the teach-

ing and testing procedures. His major finding was that the disadvantaged Negro boys

tended to perform best when taught by a visual method; regardless of their strong

mode of perception.46

Arnold reported a study in which he used the Mills Le rning Methods Test as

the inst uctional model for disabled reade s who were adjudged delinquents. Since

the age of the students ranged from el ven to sixteen years Arn Id used a word list

more difficult than the one provided in the Mills Learning Methods Test 47 An

analysis of variance revealed that no one teaching method was sionificantly superior.

The kinesthetic method was found to be less effect ve than a iy other method.48

45James C. Coleman, Learning Methods as a Relevant Subject Variable in
Le rning Disorders," Perceptual and Motor Skills, XXIV (April 1962), p. 268.

-Bruininks loc. cit.

47Richard D. Arnold, "Four Methods of Teaching Word Recognition to Dis-
abled Readers," Elementary School Journal, IXVIII (February, 1968) 270.

48Ibid. 273.



CHAPTER III

THE RESEARCH PROCEDURE

The following plan was employed in conducting the research after the pre-
liminary related literature had been examined.

SELECTION OF THE RESEARCH SAMPLE

The s mple for the study w s chosen from all second grade pupils in Lincoln
Parish, Louisiana a list of whom wo ecured from-.the cent I school .office...-.

Division into Groups

The students were divided in o two groups according to the $3,000.00( or
less annual cYamily income criterion. All students whose family inco e was at or be-
low the criterion level were cl s ified as disadvantaged. All students whose family
income exceeded the criterion amount were grouped as non-disadv n aged.

Determination of t1e family income was accomp1shed through the joint ef-
forts of the Lincoln Parish Welfare Departaient, Lincoln Parish Health Department,
Lincoln Parish Community Action Program, and the teachers of the respective stu-
dents. However, because of the limitations of the sources of socio-economic data,
those pupils who had enterecLthe Lincoln parish School System for the first time in

19
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the Fall of 1969 were omitted from the lists if no data were available for such stu-

dents.

The Research Sample

The final selection of iwenty members from each socio-economic group was

made through the u e of a table of random numbers.49 in the event that one of the

sample members was absent for testing another member was se lected .at random for

the respective group.

Limitations imposed on the sa ple. The decision was made to exclude any

child who had articulatory defects because of the increased possibility of error in

determining whether or not the pupil had, in fact recalled the word on the test but

could not pronounce it correctly. Furthermore, articulatory disorders have been

cited as being coincident with serious reading defects.5°

Chiidren with articulatory defects were considered to be those students who

were p esently receiving spe ial speech therapy and those who were on the list to

receive therapy whenever a vacancy arose in the speech programs. A consultation

with each teacher prior to the initiation of testing served to control the incidence

of articulatory disorders among the sample.

49Herbert Adkins and Raymond Colton, Tables for Statisticians, Second Ed*-
tion, (New York: Barnes and Noble, Inc., 19 ,

50Lucie I. Lawson, "Language Disorders: The Relationship of Speech Defects
and Reading Disabilities," Reading Disorders, eds. Richard M. Flower, et. al.,
Philadelphia: F. A. Davis Company, 1965), p. 75.
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Those second grade children from the Methodist Chldre&s Home of Lincoln

Parish, Louisiana, were also excluded from the study. lt was assumed that many

children from the Home would be within the disadvantaged category because of

the income criterion, but that their physical needs would be supplied in degrees

which were inconsistent with other disadvantaged children. Since children from the

Home could not properly be placed in either category, it was decided that they

should be excluded from the study.

Grade level of the sample. Students from the second grade were used in

the study because it was assumed that at this level all pupils at least would have

been exposed to rudimenta y word attack skills. In addition, differences between

lower socio-econ rnic level children and those children of adequate means have

been shown to grow wider as the children progress in school-51 Research done by

Clark ascertained that the degree of reading retardation becomes more severe as

the disadvantaged child prog esses in school. He reported that 75 percent of the

eighth grade students from disadvantaged enwir nments were below grade level in

reading while only 30 percent of the disadvantaged third grade students were reading

below grade- level 52 Therefore,

they had acqu red the necess y degree

appe red adv sable to test the students after

f readiness for the research task and before

51Martin Deutsch, 'The Role of Social Class in Language Development and
Cognition," American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, XXV (1965), 80.

52Kenneth B. Clark, Dark Ghetto (New York: Harper and Row, Pub ish-
ers, 1965, ) pp. 120-121.



the gap between the two sock-economic groups had broadened.

COLLECTION OF DATA

After the sample was selected, the chief school administrator and the sec-

and grade teachers whose students were to participate in the study were consulted

to explain the research procedure and to enlist their full cooperation. Each ele-

mentary school principal in Lincoln Parish had beeh previously notified by the

Lincoln Parish Superintendent of Schools that the pending research was approved by

the parish school board and that their cooperation was requested.

Administration of the Mills Learning Methods Test

Each pupil was tested individually in a comfortable room in his own school.

The place of testing was chosen so that the area would be free from extraneous

noise and other distracting factors. The testing environment WCIS familiar to the

student.

The students were called in from their classrooms at a predetermined time

and a short period was devoted to est blishing r pport. The order of calling dis-

advantaged and non-disadvantaged students from the

so that the time of day durin

which the researcher had be n administering the test would not affect one of the

groups of students .

me school s random zed

hich the pupils were called and the length of time



Description of the Mills Learning Methods Test

The Mills Learning Methods Test was designed as an aid in determining a

student's ability to learn new words under differe t teaching procedures.53 The

purpose of the Mills Learning Methods est is to determine the method or approach

by which an individual child learns to recall new words most efficiently.54

The test consists of a series of standardized teaching and testing procedures

for four approaches to word recognition. The four teaching methods used in the

Lea ning Methods Test were as follows:

1. The Visual Method in which the child is taught word recognition by

stre sing only visual clues

2. The Phonic Method in which word recognition is taught exclusively by

the sound pr perties of the words

The Kinesthetic Method in which the child is taught the new words by

tracing, writing, and other motor und touching techniques

4. The Combination Method in which word recognition is taught by placing

equal stress on the visual auditory, and kinesthetic p operties of the

words.55

53Mills, "An Evaluation of the Techniques for Tedching Word Recognition,"
op cit p. 310.

540scar Krisen Buros, ed. The Sixth Mental Measurement Yearbook (New
Jersey: The Gryphon Press, 1965) .p. 837-.

55Robert Mills, Manual of Directions for the Learning Methods Test, revised
edition (Fort Lauderdale:nter, 1964), p. 28.
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Four sets of picture word cards accompanied the testing instrument. These

sets included primer, first grade, second grade, and third grade level words which

were taken from a compilation ofIrequencies of Word usage in basal readers for the

56four different levels.

The testing procedure required a pre-test of word recognition using the sets

of word cards to determine forty words of one particular level which are unknown to

the child. Therefore, the sets of words used in the teaching sessions were different

for each individual. After determining the forly unknown wo ds, ten of those forty

words were taught each day by a different method for four consecutive days. A

test of delayed recall was given for the words in each teaching set on the day fol-

lowing the teaching presentation. Therefore, the procedure required five consecu-

tive days for the standardized administration of the Mills Learning Methods Test. A

period of exactly fifteen .m nutes.Ws used for each teaching session.

Randomization of the Order of Presentation

ior to the actual testing time, the order of presentation of the four dif-

ferent word recognition meth ds of the Mills Learning Methods Test was randomly

assigned in an attempt to control the influence of order effects on the exper ment.

All possible permutations of four things taken four at a time were calculated and

each permuted order of presentation was randomly assigned by groups to the pupils

so th t each order of presentation occurred 'at least once in each group.

Ibid.
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Description of the Testing Procedure

Each child was administered the Mills Learning Methods Test individually.

All testing was done by the researcher. The test consisted of a series of teaching

lessons with tests to deter ine the delayed recall oi the w rds by the students. -The

test purported to yield indications of the appropriateness of the various methods for

different individuals.:57 The testing proceeded according ta the following schedule:

Se sion 1: pre-test to determine forty unknown words from the Mills picture

word cards and presentation of the learning method for Set I (exactly fifteen

minutes). Time: approximately thirty minutes per child.

Session 2, the following day: delayed recall test for Set I and presentation

of the learning method for Set II (exactly fifteen minutes). Time: approx-

imately twenty minutes per child.

Sess on 3 the following day: delayed recall test for Set II and presentation

of the learning method for Set III (exactly fifteen minutes). Time: pprox-

imately twenty minutes per child.

ssion 4, the following day: delayed r c Set Ill and presentation

of the learning method for Set IV (exactly fifteen minutes). Time: approx-

imately twenty minut s per child.

Session 5, the f II win day: delayed recall test for Set IV. Time:

57Ib1d . 27.



approximately five minutes per child.

Record far the Mills Learning Methods Test. The special record sheet which

accompanied the Learning Methods Test was used for each child, and all pertinent

personal data were recorded. (See Appendix A) The forty unknown words were

randomly placed in four st cks of ten word cards each and then the four sets of words

were recorded on the student's record sheet. The pre-determined order of presenta-

tion of the learning methods was listed in the appropriate blanks before the initial

session with each child. Therefore, the set of words which was used for each learn-

ing method was a factor of chance occurrence for each of the forty subjects. There

were ten words in each teaching set and each correct response was recorded. There-

fore, the possible scores ranged from zero to ten on each teaching set, each response

counting 1 if correct and 0 if incorr ct. The raw scores for each learning set were

used in the statistical procedures.

Period of time for testing. All testing was scheduled for the Fall semester of

1969. There was a range of slightly more than two months in testing dates between

the first subject and the last. The testing schedule was set up in this manner so that

there would be no signifi

'dents .Who were-- teSted..'.I.aSt.

Absent subjects. S.

nt educational o aturational advantage for those stu-

nce the teaching and testing procedures were standard-

ized and the test for delayed recall was set for the day following the teaching

method presentation, it was imperative that all subjects receive the treatment on
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u ive day§. In the case of subjects who-were absent on any one of the five con-
.

secutive days, those subjects were disqualified and different subjects were randomly

selected from the appropriate socio-economic group.

PURPOSES AND HYPOTHESES

.The investigation was designed for the following purposes:

1. To determine whether or not socio-economic skitus influences-the method

by which students learn new words:most readily

To determine whether a .particular method of teaching word recognition

;s more effective for all students

To determine whether or..not a-,combination of.socio7economic s atus and

teething Method influenees the learning of -new Words..

The general research questions were transformed into null hypotheses. These

hypotheses were ai follows:

A. There are no significant differences in students' performance on any of

the four teaching method

There is no significant difference between the performance of dis dvan-

taged children and n n-disadvantaged children on the four le

methods.

There is no significant interaction betwe n the two socio-ec

and any of the four teaching methods.

ning

omic levels
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STATISTICAL PROCEDURES

The research design required that the sample be divided into two groups on

the basis of family income. Each member of each group received a series of four

learning methods treatments. The null hypotheses were tested through the use of a

two-way classification analysis of variance. The design hich appeared to be most

appropriate for analysis of the data was a Lindquist Type I Design.58

A test to determine the significance of the difference between specific pairs

of means was applied whenever the analysis revealed a significant F ratio. The .05

level of significance was used in making decisions regarding acceptance or rejection

of the null hypotheses. A test of the simple effects of the classification of the sam-

ple into two socio-economic groups was also applied 59

Additional. Analyses

In order to av id unwarranted conclusions regarding the true effects of the

division of the students into disadvantaged and non-disadvantaged groups, further

analyses of the composition of the groups seemed desirable. The students were re-

grouped on the basis of sex and then by race for further analysis. The following Sets

of null hypotheses were for ulated.

58E. F. Lindquist, Design and Analysis of Experiments in Psycholog
Education (Boston: Houghton Mifflin company, 13) p. 267.

59Ibid. p. 271 .

y and
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Set II

A. There is no significant difference between the performance of white

students and Negro students on any of the four learning methods.

B. There is no significant interaction between race and any of the four

learning methods.

Set Il

A. There is no significant difference between the performance of male

students and female students on any of the four learning methods.

B. There is no signific nt interaction between sex and any of the four

learning methods.

The sets of null hypotheses were tested according to the Lindquist Type I

Design as were the original hypotheses.6° Each set of hypotheses was tested sepan-

ately. MI significant effects were tested through the use of appropriate t tests.61

The .05 level of significance was employed for all tests of significance .



CHAPTER IV

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

The purpose of the chapter is to present the data obtained thr ugh the pro-

cedure outlines in the preceding chapter. The chapter is divided into two main

sections. The first section treats the data collected for the subjects when dminis-

tered the Mills Learning Methods Test. The second section is devoted to a discus-

sion of the obtained results.

PRESENTATION OF DATA

The following s ction of the chapter presents the data regarding the ch rac-
. .

teristics of the subjects as well as a report of the statistical an ilyses calculoted on

the data for the Learning Methods Test.

Description of the Sub ects

The sample for the study consisted of fortY second grade students from ei ht

of the twelve elementary schools in Lincoln Parish Louisiana. A total of 529

second grades of the parish, excluding students for whom no socio-

economic data e e available, students from the Methodist Children's Home and

students with a ticulatory defects, was categorized as disadvantaged or non-disad-

v ntaged according to the income crit rion previously described. A r ndom-selection.



twenty students was made from each of the two socio-economic categories.

Four students front one schoolwere eliminated after the ad _ inistration of

three learning methods because an unanticipated school h liday interrupted the

31

testing schedule. The replacements for those students were randomly selected from

the appropriate soc -economic groups.

The final sampk was composed of twenty members from the disadvantaged

category and twenty members from the non-disadvantaged caegory. Table I shows

the number and percentage of males and females within each socio-econornic lass-

ification. There were more male members than female members in the dis dvantaged

group. The non-disadvantaged group had an equal number of both sexes. Both

sexes received approximately equal representation in the ent re saThple.

Table II presents the sample as divided by race and sex. Negro males com-

prised the largest percentage of students in the sample while the smallest percentage

of the Vali ple was r presented by Negro female students. White females were rep-

resented in a larger percentage than white males.

each racial category.

The sample had equal numbers in

The racial composition of both socio-ecou,4:nic groups was sub-divided ac-

cording to sex as demonstrated in Table Ill The disadvantaged group was composed

of 75 0 percent N4egro subiectc _ The non-disadv ntaged group contained 75.0 per-

cent white students.

Male Negro students in the disadvantaged group comprised 66.7 pe cent of

all Negro students in that category . Male students were also represented in larger
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TABLE I

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF MALES AND FEMALES
BY SOCIO-ECONOMIC GROUPS

Students Disadvantaged Non-disadvantaged Total

Num elbgi--ceit Number- Percent hiu -E'er Percent

Males

Females

TOTAL

11 55.0

45.0

10

10

50.0

50.0

21

19

52.5

47.5

20 100.0 20 100 0 40 100-0



TABLE II

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF MALES AND FEMALES
BY RACIAL GROUPS

Students White Negro Total
'Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Males

Fema es

TOTAL

9

11

45

55

12 60

40

21

19

52.5

47.5

20 100 20 100 40 100.0
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numbers than female students in the white, non-disadvantaged classification. How-

ever, there were more white females than white males in the disadvantaged group.

There were more Negro.females than Negro males n the non-disadvantaged group.

An analysis of the composition of the sample accordIng to r _ce, Sex, and

socio-econtmic status is presented in Table- IV. There wai a total of eleven disad-

vantaged male pupils in the sample. Ten of those 'Were Negro and one was white.

'Also, there were more disadVantaged Negro girls than disadvantaged white girls.

Within the non,disadvantaged category, eight of the, male students were white and

two were Negro. Seven of .the ten nondisadvantaged females were ,white.

The me n age of 'the stAents was seven years, five months. Table V pre-

sents the frequency ,distribution of ages bY socio-economic groups. There was a four

month difference in the me n ages of the, two socio-economic groups with-the--dis-

advantaged.group having the greater mean age.. The ages ranged from six years,

eleven months to eight years, six months. The majority of the subjects was seven

years of age with-only -15 percent of the sample being within the eight year age range.

The frequency distributions of-stores on the Mills Learning Methods Test for

both disadvant ged, and n n-disadvantaged subjects are included in Appendix 13-,

hibits I through-IV..

Statistical Analysis of the Data

The three sets of hypotheses were tested through a two-way class if ication

analys s of variance Lindquist Type I D sign. The results are reported below.
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TABLE V

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF AGES
BY SOCIO-ECONOMIC GROUPS

. Age Disadvantaged

8.6

8.3

8.2

8.1

8.0

7. 10

7. 9

n7disadvantaged Total

0

2

0

7.8 0

7.7 2 0

7. 6

7. 5

7. 4

7 3

1

2

1

1

7.2 6

7. 1

7 0

. 11

TOTAL N

Range
Mean

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

12

2

1

1

40

6.11 - 8.6
7.5



Analysis of the Effects of Learning Methods

The first hypothesis concerned the effects of the presentation of the Mills

Learning Methods Test to the subjects of the study. The analysis revealed a statis-

tically significant ratio for the effects of learning methods, as shown in Table VI.

The mean scores for visual, phonic, kinesthetic, and combination methods are

graphically presented in Figure I. Subsequent analyses by race and sex of the sub-

jects also revealed significant effects of learning methods, as shown in later sections

of this chapter.

Stat!stl difference between mean scores on the Mills Learning Methods

Test. Appropriate t tests were applied to specific pairs of mean scores for the four

learning methods. The mean scores and standard deviations for each learning method

are shown in Table VII. The values of t For specific pairs of m an scores are also

given in Table VII. Statistically significant differences were found between the

visual method and the phonic method, the visual method and the kinesthetic method,

and the co bin tion method and the kinesthetic method. The mean of the visual

method was significantly greater than the mean of either the phonic method or the

kinesthet c ethod. The mean for the combination method was significantly greater

than the mean for the kinesthetic method. The mean score on the visthill meth d w

higher than the mean scores on any of:the other three learning methods. The kin s-

thetic method sho ed the low st mean score of the four learning methods.

Effects of Grouping Subjects According tO Soc o economic Status

evealed a statistically significant rThe statistical analys
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TABLE VI

SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF EFFECTS
OF TEACHING METHODS ON DISADVANTAGED

AND NON-DISADVANTAGED LEARNERS

Source ,
Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Squares

Between Subjects 1243.50 39

Socio-economic groups 204.76 204.76 7.48*

Error (b) 1038.74 38 27.34

Within Subjects 187,75 .120

Learning Metl7od 22.87 7.62 5.44*

Learning Method X
Socio-economic Group 5.37 1.79 1.27

Error (w) 159.51 114 1.40

TOTAL 1431.25 159
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TABLE VII

RESULTS OF t TESTS BETWEEN SPECIFIC PAIRS OF MEANS
ON THE' miffs LEARNING METHODS TEST DISREGARDING

SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS, RACE, AND SEX

Method

Visual Phonic Kinesthetic Combination
Mean 8 21 7.38

SD 2.73 3.26

7.18

2.97

7.72

3.06

Visual

Phonic

Kinesthetic

3.12* 3.38*

.75

1.85

1.28

2.04*

* t < .05

41
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effects of division of the subjects into disadvantaged and non-disadvantaged groups,

as previously shown in Table VI. The second hypothesis was rejected because a

statistically significant difference was found between the mean scores of the two

groups of subjects. Figure 2 graphically presents the mean scores for disadvantaged

subjects and non-disadvantaged subjects on each of the four learning methods.

Statistical difference between mean scores for disadvantaged and non-

disadvantaged students. In order to determine the simi ie effects of the division of

the subjects.into socio-economic groups, t .tests were applied to the mean scores of

both groups on each individual le rning method. The me n scores on each learning

method are shown for both disadvantaged and non-disadvantaged students in Table

VIII. Table VIII also shows that there wc a statistically significant difference be-

tween the mean scores of disadvantaged -subjects and the mean scores of non-disad-

vantaged subjects for each learning .method. Non-disadvantaged students made

mean scores on e ch.learn ng method which-were significantly higher than the mean

scoreS obtained by disadvantaged students.

lnterac ion of learnIng m thod with s cio-econo ic status. The analysis re-

vealed that the ratio-for- the .effects of 'learning methods..combined with the socio-

economic grouping3 was not statistically significant, as shown in Table VI. Figure

3 presents: a e effects of learning methods when presented to disadvantaged

and non-disadv ed subjects.
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TABLE VIII

MEAN SCORES ON EACH LEARNI NG METHOD AND
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN DISADVANTAGED AND

NON-DISADVANTAGED GROUPS AS
DETERMINED By t TESTS

44

Method

Mean for

Visual Phonic Kinesthetic Combination

Disadvantaged 7.47 6.16 6.11 6.79

Mean for Non-
Disadvantaged 9.37 9.00 8.63 9.05

5.08 7.59* 6.-4* 6.04*

< .05
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Effects of Gr uping.Subjects According to Race

n order to clarify 4-he data with reg rd to the racial composition of the

sample, the subjects were regrouped on the basis of race. The second set of hypoth-

eses were then tested through a two-way classification analysis of variance, Lindquist

Type I Design. Table IX presents a summary of that analysis. The tests indi-

cated statistically significant effects of dividing the subjects according to Negro

and white ruce. Figure 4 represents the mean scores of Negro and white subjects

on the four learning methods.

Statistical difference between mean scores for Negro and white -ubjects.
_

Tes s for the simple offects of the classifi 'Hon of subjects by race were applied.

The significance of the differences between mean scores for Negroes and whites

was tested through appropriate t tests, using each pair of mean sccreo for each in--_

dividual learning method Table X presents the means, standard deviations, and t

values for the differences between pairs of means for N gro students and white stu-

derts on each learning method. Each one of the t tests revealed a significant dif-_

ference. On each comparison, white students had statistically higher mean scores

than the Negro students.

Interaction of learning methods and race. The analysis revealed that the
_

interaction of learning method with race of the subjects was not statistically sig-

nificant. Figure 5 shows the effects of learning methods when presented to Negro

and white-subjects.



TABLE IX

SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF EFFECTS
OF LEARNING METHODS ON SUBJECTS;

GROUPED BY RACE

Source
Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square

Between Subjects 1243.50 39

Race 204.76 1 204.76 7.48*

Error (b) 1038.74 38 27.34

Within Subjects 187.75 120

Learning Methods 22.87 7.62 5.33*

Race X Learning Method 2.27 .75 .52

Error (w) 162.61 114 1.43

TOTAL 1431.50 159

p < .01

1

47
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TABLE X

ME, NS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR EACH LEARN! NG
METHOD AND THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN NEGRO

AND WHITE SUBJ ECTS AS DETERMINED
BY I TESTS

Method

Visu I honic Kinestheticl Combination

Mean for Negro 7.26 6.58 6.05 6.63

SD for Negro 3.44 4.08 3.27 3.46

Mean f r White 9.58 8.58 8.68 9.21

SD for White .96 1.80 1 1.44

I. 2.54* 2.14* 3.02* 2.91*

*t < .05
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E fects of Grouping Subjects According to Sex

The final set of hypotheses was tested through the Lindquist Type I Design,

also. The results of the analysis are reported in Table Xl. The analysis revealed

that the effect of gr uping the subjects according to sex was significant. There was

a statistically signific nt difference between the performance of male students and

female students on the Mills Learning Methods Test. A graph of the mean scores for

male subjects and female subjects on each of the four learning methods is presented

in Figure 6.

Statistical difference between mean scores for males and females. Table

XII reports the means, standard deviations, and differences between specifi

scores as determined by t tests. There was a statistically significant difference be-

tween each pair of means. Female subjects receivod significantly higher mean

scores on each learning method when compared with the mean scores of male sub-

jects on the corresponding learning method.

Interaction of learning methods with sex of sub;ects. The analysis failed to

indicate a statistically significant ratio for the interaction of learning methods with

sex of the subjects. Figure 7 shows the effects of learning methods presented to

male and female subjects.

Comparison of Data by Socio-ecoriomic Status, Race, and Sex of the Subjects

Table XIII reports the means and standard deviations for learning methods

when the sample was grouped by socio-economic status, race nd sex. As a group,



TABLE XI

SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF EFFECTS
OF LEARNING METHODS ON SUBJECTS

GROUPED ,ACCORDING TO SEX

Sum of Mean
Source Squares df Squares

Between Subjects 1243.50

Sex 138.08 1 138.08 4.73*

Error (b) 1105.42 38 29.13

Within Subjects 187.75 120

Learning Method 22.87 7.62 5.48**

Sex X Learnlig Method 5.89 1.96 1.41

Error (w) 158.99 114 1.39

TOTAL 1431.25 159

*p < .05

**p< .01
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TABLE XII

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR EACH METHOD
AND THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEANS FOR MALE

AND FEMALE SUBJECTS AS DETERMINED
BY t TESTS

Method

Visual Phonic Kinesthetic Combination

Nicin for Males 7.75 6.70 6.30 6.75

SD for Males 3.11 3.84 3.21 3.48

Mean for Females 9.17 8.56 8.56 9.22

SD for Females 2.82 2.25 2.28 1.96

4.06* 4.97* 6.31* 6.60*

Ii:=1PP

*t < .05
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white subjects had the highest of the mean scores on the visual method while the

N gro group had the lowest of the visual method mean scores. Non-disadvantaged

students had the highest of the mean scores for the phonic method. Disadv ntaged

students had the lowest of the mean scores for the phonic method. White students

performed more effici ntly with the kinesthetic method than did any of the other

classification groups. Negro subjects had the lowest of the mean scores for the

kinesthetic method. Females achieved the highest of the mean sc res on the com-

bination method while Negroes had the lowest of the mean sr-ores on that method.

Visual method mean scores were higher than means on other methods for the sub-

jects when gr uped as disadvantaged, non-disadvantaged, male, Negro, and white.

The females showed the highest of their mean scores on the combination method

ruther than on the visu I method as the other classifications of subjects had done.

The kinestheHc method had the least mean score of the four teaching methods for

the subjects grouped as disadvantaged, non-disadvantaged, male, and Negro. The

least mean score far white students was on the phonic method. Female subjects had

the same mean score for both phonic and kinesthetic methods, and these means were

lower than either the combination or visual methods.

The lists of w rds which were t ught during the present Hon of the Mills

Le ming Methods Test are presented in Appendix C Exhibits I through IV. The

words are grouped acc rding to-The -I vel of difficulty. The frequency of presen-

tation.of each word is given according to socio-econcimic status; race,. and sex

-the -01:4--é&t.A:ying eaCh:indiVid-uat'Word.
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DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS OF THE STUDY

The following section of the chapter includes discussions of the data col-

lected for the study and of possible implications of the findings of the research.

The research findings are also discussed in relationship with other findings from

similar research.

Characteristics of the sample influencing results

Some characteristics of the sample seemed to have influenced the results of

the analysis for the study. A r ndom s mple drawn from a population stratified ac-

cording to socio-economic status, race, and sex may have helped to alleviate some

of the follow ng problems encountered in attempting to interpret some Qf the results

of the research.

Sex factors influencing the results. The disadvantaged group of students

had more male subjects than female sUbjects. A significant difference between the

performance of males ad females on the Mills Learnina Methods test was noted.

Females had the higher-mean scores on each of the four learning methods. There

is a possibility that some of the diffe ence between the soc

which was found in the fl lysis was actually

-economic groups

ributable to the unequal weighting

of the ma! e subjects in ti.e disc:Ow:int ged group r

conomic status . In add non

ther than to the effects of s_ io-

the significant differeno_ which was found betwe n

Negro and white subjects may hclve been influenced by the number of the m le

Negroes and m le white sub1ects. There were more Negro males than white males,
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and Negroes tended to show inferior performance on the Mills Lea ning Methods Test

when camper d with white students.

Discussion of age factors. The conclusions of the research conducted by

Mills on the word recogniton methods most appropriate for children in the seven year

age group were consistent with the findings of present study. Most of the stu-

dents in the present sample were within the seven year age group, the mean age

being seven years and five months. In agreement with Mills' findings, 6 2 the present

research revealed that children within the age gr up represented by the subjects of

the study achieved their highest mean score on the visuai method of the Mills Learning

Methods Test and their lowest mean sc re on the kinesthetic method.

Discussion of Findings Regarding Word Reco nition Methods

The t tests indicated significant differences between the visual method and

phonic method, the visual method and kinesthetic method, and the combination meth-

od and kinesthetic method. The tests indicated that the visual method was signif-

icantly better than either the phonic or kinesthetic methods, irrespe tive of socio-

economic status, race, or sex of the subjects. In addition, the combination method

was found to have a signific ntly higher mean than the kinesthetic m thod as indi-

cated by t tests of significanc Therefore,. the visual method seems to produce the

m st effective results in teaching n w. words to Sec rid grade students, regardless of

Mills, Manual of Directions for the Learn ng M thod Test, loc. cit.
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their socio-economic status, race, or sex. The kinesthetic method appea s to be

the least effective approach to teaching new words to the same group of students.

Discussion of Findings Related to cio-ecor!omic Status of ubjects
_ _ _

For each learning method, non-disadvantaged students achieved higher

mean scores than disadvantaged students. The significant t tests between the mean

scores for disadvantaged and non-disadvantaged subjects on each learning method

indicated that non-disadvantaged students perform significantly better on all of

the four teaching methods than do disadvantaged students.

Even though the interaction term for the study did not rea h statistical sig-

nificance, the data did suggest some factors of importance to educators. The impli-

cations drawn fr m an inspection of the data are discussed in the following sections,

The Visual Meth d and Implications for Disadvantaged Students

The results of the analysis of the data for the visual method were in agree-

ment with those authors who support the theory that disadvantaged students respond

readily to visual clues.63 Although the visual method was not found to be statis-

tically superior to other methods for disadv ntaged subjects, the disadvantaged stu-

dents did have a hhjher mean score on the visual m thod than on any of the other

word recognition methods of the Mills Learning Methods Test. The finding was con-

sislent with the conciusion of Stephenson that disadvantaged students seem m-st

63Reissman, The Culturally Deprived Child, loc. cit.; Fantini and Weinstein,
cit., p. 50-51; Wjgb7=-2117TUi:TWT-e-E71-1 , op. cit., p. 185.lr7rniirlif
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isual decoding tasks on tests of psycholinguistic abil 64 The disadvan-

toged subjects' attainment of higher mean scores on the visual method was also in

accord with Bruininks' finding that lisadvantaged boys have higher performance on

the Viso I method of the Mills Learning Methods Test.65

The Phonic Method and lmplic ti ns for Dis dv ntaged Studen s

Several authors suggest that disadvantaged children have deficiencies in

auditory discrimination.66 Such a deficiency would adversely affect the ability

of disadvantaged students to distinguish between discrete sounds, which is a prereq-

uisite for effective instruction in phonics. lf the contention proved true, it would

be reasonable to assume that disadvantaged children would tend to perform poorly

when taught new words by a phonic approach. The present study found that disad-

vantaged subjects produced a mean score on the phonic method which was lower

than either visual mean or combination mean, but not as I w as the kinesthetic meth-

od.. However, the present study failed to find conclusive evidence that phonic ap-

proaches to word recognition would prove fruitless when presented to disadvantaged

children, even though disadvantaged subjects of the study tended to have low s ores

on the kinesthetic- method as indicated in.ApPendix B, Exhibit Ill.

...,0,0MOMFA

64Stephenson, loc. cit.

65Bruininks, loc cit.

66Webb, loc cit.; Reissman, "The Ov
Groups," loc cit. row,et. al., op. c

looked Positi es o
84.

Disadvanta



The Kinest ic Method a d lmplicati ns for Disadvontaaed Children

The results of the present study do r lt support ihe the ry of Reissman which

maintains that disadvantaged children prefer learning through physical and concrete

approaches.67 The kinesthetic method, which incorporates techniques of tracing

words while maintaining physical contact with the object upsn which the word is

written, proved to produce the poorest mean score when presented to disadvantaged

subjects. Crow and his co-authors also supported.a kinesthetic approach to learning

as superior to oth r ward recognition methods for disadvantaged st dents.68 The pre

ent research does not confirm that the kinesthetic approach is appropriate for disad-

vantaged learners. In view of the results of the present research, the kinesthetic

method appears to offer the least effective approach to word recognition for disad-

vantaged children in the second grade. Perhaps at different grade levels the kines-

thetic approach might prove more efficient for the instruction of disadvantaged stu-

dents. As was noted previously, no statistically significant differences were found

among methods af word recognition specifically for disadvantaged students. How-

ever, the general results suggest that the kinesthetic method is least etfective of the

four word recognition methods for all subjects, reg rdless of socio-economic status,

race and sex.

67Reissman "The Over! oked Positives of Disadvantaged Gr u " loc. cit.
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The Combination Method and Implications for Disadvantaged Students

None of the available literature suggested the use of a combination method

with disadvantaged youth. The findings of the present research show that the dis-

advantaged subjects performed better on the combination method than they did on

either the phonic or kinesthetic methods, but not as well as they did on the visual

method. Since the combination method contained elements of visual, phon c, and

kinesthe ic approaches to word recognition, perhaps the relatively high mean score

on the combination method by disadvantaged subjects can be explained as a result

of their apparent preference for a visual approach, which is incorporated in the

combination method.

Discussion of Findings Relativ to Race

The decision to analyze the data according to race was made after the or

inal analysis between disadvantaged and non-disadvantaged classifications had

been completed. Since the disadvantaged category was composed mainly of Negro

subjects, the difference found between the two socio-econ mic groups may heve

been precipitated by the racial composition of the two groups. The size of the

sample prevented a further investigation of that possibility, however.

Explanation of Equal Variance for Between Subjects When Analyzed Either by S c io-
EconomiC Status or by Race

The analysis of the data by race rev aled effects of classification identical

to those which had been found fo 'the analysis by soda-economIc st tus. Although

the sums of squares for the effects of socio-ec n mic status were different from the
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sums of squares for each cell in the classification for race, the total sums of squares

were the same because the same data were used in each analysis, with the scores re-

arranged. In addition, the sums of raw scores for disadvantaged students were equal

to the sums of raw scores for Negro subjects, while the sums of raw scores for non-

disadvantaged students were identical to the surns of raw scores for white students.

Since the sums of raw scores for each classification are used in the formula for compu-

tation of the analysis of variance, the final calculations reveal identical scores on

the variance for between subjects.

Implications of Results for Both Races

A significant difference between the performance of Negro subjects and

white subjects on the Mills Learning Methods Test was found, with white students

having significantly higher mean scores on each teaching method as determined by

t tests. White students tend to have higher word recognition scores regardless of

the method by which they are taught.

No significant interaction between learning method and race was found;

iherefore, word recognition methods which are most appropriate for Negro students

or white studen s were not identified by the investig tion. An inspection of the

data shows that for Negro subjects, the kinesthetic method had the least mean s ore

and the visual method had the gre test mean score. White child en had their great-

est mean sco e on the visual m thod and their least mean sco e on the phonic method.
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Discussion of Findings Relevant to Sex of Subjects

The analysis of the data by sex groups revealed a significant difference be-

tween ihe performance of males and females on the Mills Learning Methods Test. It

was noted that the difference between the sex groups was significant at the .05

level, whereas the differences between disadvantaged and non-disadvantaged subjects

and between Negro and white subjects were signIficant at the .01 level. The dif-

ference in the levels of significance suggests that a larger sample may have negated

those differences which could be attributed to sex of the subject.

For each learning method, females earned statistically higher mean scores

than did male subjects. Since the analysis failed to indicate a significant inter-

action between learning method and sex, the study did not find any word recognition

method which is more effective for either of the sexes.

Difficulties Encountered with the Testing Instrument

There seemed to be some elements of the Learning Methods Test which may

create confounding factors in resea ch. The Learning Methods Test apparently makes

the assumption that it is as easy f r some children to learn primer level words as it is

for other child en to learn third grade level words . Such an assumption is ques-

tionable and could affect the results of research which employs the te ting instrument.

An additional question arose which involved the graded word cards. Even though

the word c rds Were divided intblévéls of difficulty, some words were included in

more than one level. The possible scores on each learning method from zero to

ten placed a ceiling level on the scoring which COUld place limitati ns on the
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conclusions to be drawn from on inclhAdual's performance on the Learning Methods

Test.



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATI, NS

The purpose of the chapter is to present concise statements of the results of

previous research, of the purposes for the present research, and of recommendations

for future use. The chapter is divided into three main sections, the first of which

is devoted to a summary of the research procedure and findings. The second main
4

section presents the conclusions based upon the investigation. The last section

treats.recommenddtions for further research arid for educational considerations.

SUMMARY

Several authors suggest that the learning styles of disadvantaged students

are different from the learning styles of students whose families have cidequate

means. These authors contend that the public schools fail to make curiicular or

odological adjustments which will result in academic advancem nts for disad-

vantaged students. Suggestions for improvement in the schools include provision of

physical approaches the use of kinesthetic methods

rather than aural approaches. 'Actual

and the use of visual methods

reSearCK..:inJhe.aCadeMic :Potent iall-Of,dfsad.-.

vantaged children has resulted in the conclusions that inadequate auditory discri

ination is characteristic of disadvantaged children, that disadvantaged students tend

67
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to be more adept with visual decoding tasks, and th t disadvantaged students tend

rri perform better with a visual method for word recogn-t- n.

The present re earch was undertaken in order to dete mine whether or not

disadvantaged students, those whose family income was $3,000.00 per year or less,

prefer a particular method of word recog,iiti n whi h is significantly diffeient from

the word recognition method which is most effective with non-disadvant ged stu-

dents, those whose family inc me exceeds the $3,000.00 per annum income cri-

terion. Forty students, twenty from each of the defined socio-econo ic groups,

were randomly selected from the second grade !,tudents of Lincoln Parish, Louisiana,

public schools. These subjects were individually administered the Mills Learning

Methods Test. An analysis of variance, two--way classification was computed on

the obtained data. The original d ta were reclassified according to both race and

sex of the subjects and additional analyses were computed.

The rese rch did not indicate that there was one best method for teaching

word recognition to disadvantaged children. The results did not indicate that a

kinesthetic method to word recognition is superior for disadvantaged Iearne

was theorized by v rious

as

uthors. The study ndicated that the visual method was

bestbest for both disadvantaged and non-disadvantaged

vciataged stiblects in the present study tend d to perform poorly on the phe

hild n-. The disad-

ic method

did lend s me support to the findings of previous research suggesting the inadequate

auditory discrimina0on abilities of disadvantaged children. The kinesthetic method

appeared to be the least effective m thod of teaching word recognition reg rdless of



the socio-economic scatus, r ce, or sex of the subjects.

CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the statistIcal analysis, the following c n lusions seem

warranted. TheJ conclusions aed,divided into sets which, c-rrespond to the sets of

hypotheses advanced in Chapter ill of this paper. General con Auisions are also

listed.

Set

69

1. There are significant differences among the four different learning

methods. The visual method is significantly more effective than the

phonic or kinesthetic method tegardless of socio-economic status, race,

or sex of the subie rs. The combination method is significantly better

than 'the kinesthetic method, regardless of the socio-economic status,

race, or sex f the subjects. The visual method for word recognition ap-

pears to be the most effective m

dr-n to learn new words .

thod for teaching ev n ye r-old chil-

The kinesthetic method appears to be the least

effective method of teaching second grade childr n to reaognize new

word_'

There is a signific nt difference between the word recognition ability o

disadvantaged children and non-disadvantaged children. The non-disad-
_

-'vantaged children perform-significantly better than disadvantaged learners

on each of the four learning methods of the Mi Is Learning Methods Test.
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Children of adequate means tend to lParn new wordt

regardless of the method by which they are taught th n do disadvantaged

chil dre n.

The research found no significant interaction between soa7o-economic

status and learning method. The study indicated that disadvantaged

children do not learn word recognition tasks significantly better through

visual, phonic, kinesthetic, or combination methods. No one word rec-

ognition method seems most appropriate for disadvantaged children. Al-

though disadvantaged children tend to learn new words less efficiently

than do non-disadvantaged children, the present research does not offer

support for the theory that disadvantaged children prefer a teaching meth-

od which is different from the teaching method that is most effective

with non-disadvant ged. Dis dvantaged children do not appear to have

a learning style for wo d recognition which differs from that of nan-dis-

advantaged children. Therefore th se methods of instruction which are

effective for non-disadvant ged students should also be effective wIth

disadvantaged student

There is a sign-ficant difference between the perform nce of Negr stu-
.dents and white stud nts in I arning to recognize new words Whit stu-

dents seem to perform significantly mo e efficiently with all word rec

nition methods used in the Mills Learning Methods Test Negro studen
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tend to perform with less efficiency than do white students regardless of

the word recognition method used.

2. The research found no significant Interaction between race and teach;

method. Contrary to the opinion of some authors, no one method was

found to be significantly more effective for Negro subjects than for white

subjects. Negro students do tend to perform most efficiently when taught

with a visual method. The performance of Negro students on word recog-

nition tasks seems to be poorest when they are taught by a kinesthetic

method. Although no best method of teaching white students was found,

white students tend to learn,more new words through a visual approach

and fewer new words through the phonic method. The word recognition

methods preferred by Negro students were not significantly different from

the word recognition methods preferred by white stud nts. Even though

Negro students tend not to learn as well as white students on word recog-

nition tasks, they s em to Irdarn through the same methods as do white

le _rners.-

There Is a statistically significant difference between the learninr new

w rds by male students and fem le students.. Female students achieve

significantiy higher mean scores on each of the four methods of the

Learning Methods Test. Males perform less efficiently with word recog

nition tasks than do females regardless of the method by which they are

taught.
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The rese rch indicated no significant interaction between learning

method and sex. Although male students learned more new words through

a visual method than by any other method and fewer new words through

the kinesthetic method than any other method, no method proved to be

significantly better for males than for females. No method proved sig-

nificantly superior for females. Female students achieved the highest

me n score on the combination method and their lowest mean score on

both phonic and kinesthetic methods.

In general, the visual approach appears to produce the most effective

results as measured by the ability to recognize new words than any of the other

methods on the Learning Methods Test. The kinesthetic method seems to be the

least effective method of teaching word recognition to sec nd grade children.

The results of the study indi ate that the le rning styles of disadvantaged

students do not differ as much as has been suggested by various authors. The peci-

fic socio-economic sex, and race characteristics of students do not appear to

influence the methods of word ecognition to which they will respond most readil

and most efficiently

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following are suggestions for further research relevant to the word recog-

nition methods preferred by specific groups of children.
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1. A study should be made with a larger sam le which would fc `:tate the

analysis of the effects of learning methods when presented to Negro dis-

advantaged subjects and N g o non-disadvantaged subjects. Such an

analysis may yield an insight into the effects which are due to socio-

economic status and those which are due to race.

2. It is recommended that additional analyses of the effects of learning meth-

od be made when the Learning Methods Test is presented to the following

groups of subjects.

A. Disadvantaged white students and non-disadvantaged white students

B. Negro disadvantaged subjects and white disadvantaged subjects

C. Male disadvantaged subjects and female dis dvantaged subjects

D. Male disadvantaged subjects and male non-disadvantaged subjects

E Female di advantaged studerv-s and female non-disadvantaged students

F. Female Negro students and Female white students

G. Male Negro students rid ma hite students.

It is rec mmended that futu e studies,treat achievement and intelligence

variables within the sa ple. Some measures of academic potential should

be employed in equating the groups for comparison.

The following are recommendations with Implications for educational practice.

Since 'the data did not indicate that-disadvantaged students prefer word recogn tion

-Meth,-
-dreni-

which are diffprent From the methods preferred by non-disadvantaged chil-

is recommended that educators examjne the present p.
_ ms :of -compensatory
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education for the philosophy upon which it is based and for the types of methodology

which ore advocated in such programs. It is further recommended th t educators

exert extreme caution in adopiing commerci I reading programs which rely heavily

on kinesthetic or audiii-ory approaches to the teaching of word recognition skills to

disadvantaged youth, since the present research failed to find any indication that

disadvantaged children possess learning styles which predispose them to more effi-

cient learning by those methods.
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Name:

APPENDIX A

LEARNING METHODS TEST -- RECORD FORM

Date Grade

Sex Age l.Q Name Of Intelligence T s

Grade Level of Word-Cards Used: Primer 1st 2nd 3rd- --
SET I. Method Used SET Il. Method Used

Immediate Delayed
1. 1

2. 2.
3, 3.
4. 4.
5. 5,
6. 6.
7. 7.
8. 8.
9. 9.

10. 10.

TOTALS TOTALS

Immediate. Delayed

SET III. Method Used SET IV. Method Used
Immediate Delayed Immediate Del ayed

1.

5. 5.
6. 6.
7.
8.

TOTALS

Comments:

Examiner:

ma..rmcIL
10.

TOTALS

.!1.,MMIIIOM

nstitutiori

82
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APPENDIX B

EXHIBIT

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES ON THE VISUAL
METHOD BY SOCIO-ECONOMIC GROUPS

S core

10

9

8

7

6

5

Disadvantaged Non-Disadvantaged

4

10

6

84

Range

Standard
Deviation

2-10

17 1.83



APPENDIX B

EXHIBIT II

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES ON THE PHONIC
METHOD BY SOCIO-ECONOMIC GROUPS

Score Disadvantaged Hon-Disadvant ed

10

9

8

7

6

5

2

2

85

Standard
Deviation.



APPENDIX B

EXHIBIT III

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES ON THE KINESTHETIC
METHOD BY SOC1O-ECONOMIC GROUPS

Score

10

Non-Disadvon a ed

86



APPENDIX B

EXHIBIT IV

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES ON THE COMBINATI N
METHOD BY SOCIO-ECONOMIC GROUPS

Score Disadvantaged Non-Disadvantaged

10

9

10

4

87

Range

Standard
Deviation
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APPENDIX C

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF PRIMER LEVEL WORDS TAUGHT
BY SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS, SEX, AND RACE

WORD
Disad- Non-Dis-

vantaged advantaged

apple

baby

ball

barn

bed

bird

box

boy

bread

cake

cat
chair
children

cow
dinner
dog

doll
_door

egg

farm
father 9

'four 6

girl 7

1

Males Fema es Negroes Whites

2 9

2 10

2 10

2 10

89

8 2 10 . 0

8 2 10 0

8' 2 10 0

5 2 7 0

6 2 8 0



Word

EXHIBIT I (Continued)

Disad- Non-Dis-
vantaged advantaged

Males Females Negroes Whites

head

hen.

kitten
man

milk

mother

night
one

party
picture

Pig
rabbit

school

store

table

tail
three

toy

tree

two

7 1 6 2

6 1 6 1

6 1 6 1

9 1 8 2

8 1 7 2

9 1 8 2

8 1 8 1

9 1 8 2

8 1 7 2

8 1 7 2

8 0 6 2

5 1 4 2

7 1 6 2

6 1 6 1

6 1 5 2

9 1 8 2

6 1 5 2

9 1 8 2

8 1 7 2

6 1 6 1

8 1 8 1

8 0

7 0

7 0

10 -0

9 0

10 0

9 0

10 0

9 0

9 0

a 0

6 0

8 0

7 0

7 0

10 o

7 0

10 0

9 0

7 0

9 0

90



APPENDIX C

EXHIBIT II

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF FIRST GRADE LEVEL WORDS
BY SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS, SEX, AND RACE

WORD Disad-
vantaged

Non-Dis-
advantaged

Males Females Negroes Whites

airplane 1 2 2
arm 3 2 3 2 3 2
automobile 7 2 5 4 5 4
basket 3 2 4 1 2 3
bear 2 2 2 2 1 3
bee 1 0 0 1 1 0
bell 6 1 4 3 3 4
birthday 5 3 4 4 5 3
boat 0 1 1 0 0 1

bowl 7 1 5 3 5 3
breakfast 6 2 4 4 4 4
butter 5 2 2 5 3 4
candy 4 3 4 3 3 4
chicken 5 1 4 2 -4.
Christmas 4 1 4 1 5 0
circus 3 1 2 2 2 2
city 3 2 2 3 2 3
clothes 5 1 3 3 3 3

clown 3 1 2 2 1

2

91



WORD

EXHIBIT II (Continued)

Disad- Non-Dis- Males Females Negroes Whites
vontaged cjvantaged

duck

ear

elephant

eye

face

farmer

feather

feet

field
fire'

fish

five

floor

flower

food

fourteen 5

Frog 4

fruit 7

game 5

garden 2

gate 4

lass

0

6 3

5 2

1 1

6 1

5 2

4 2

2 2

3 3

2. 4

1 2

1 0

2 2

3 2

0 1

2

2

2

2

1 0 0

5 4 5

5 2 5

2 0 1

4 3 4

3 4 3

4 2 4

1 3 2

2 4 3

4 2 3

1 2 2

0 1 1

3 1 3

4 1 3

1 0 0

4 3 4

3 2 4

4 6

5 4

1 3 2

4 2 3

1 3 2

1

4

2

1

3

4

2

2

3

3

1

0

1

2

1

3

1

6

3

2

3

92

2

3



WORD Disad-
vantaged

EXHIBIT I I (Conti nued)

Non-Dis- Males
advantaged

Fema les Negroes

horse 3 2 3 2

n oLise 2 2 2 2 2

leaves 7 1 4 4 4

leg 5 1 2 4 3

letter 3 2 2 3 2

I ight 2 3 3 2 1

I ion 1 2 0

meat 6 3 6 3 6

men 4 0 2 2 2

money 6 2 5 3 4

monkey 3 2 2 3 4

mouse 5 0 2 3 3

mouth 5 4 7 2 5

nai 1 5 2 3 4 2

nest 1 1 1 1 2

n -e 5 1 2 4 3

nut 0 1 0 1 1

.ora nge 2 3 3 2 3

'point 4 1 1 4 1

paper 2 4 3 3 4

'park 5

nny

people

picture

plant

pocket

pol iceman

pony

Wh ites

93

2

2

4

4

1

3

2

4

1

2

4

5

0

3

0

2

4

2

3

4

2

2



WORD Disad-
vantaged

pu INDY

rain
ring
river
road

robin

room

rooster

sand

seed

sheep

ship

shoe

sign

six

sky

sled

snow

squirrel

street

teacher

teeth

train
turkey

vegetables

wagon
wing
woman

_w

worm

5

-1

5
4

3-

8

1

6

3

4

-5

3

7

6

0

4

3

2

4

2

2

EXHIBIT II (Continued)

Non-Dis-
advantaged

Males Females

1

2 2 1

-2 -2 5
1 2 3

3 3 3

1 4 5

1 1 1

2 5 3.

1 2 2

1 '1 4.

1 2 4

2 3 2

1 4 4

2 o '.2

1 1

0 2. 2

2 2 3

.4 2

Negroes Whites

2

3
2
3

6

4
3

3

3

2 0
4. 4

2 2.

2 3

2 4

3 .2

5 3

5 3

2 2

I 4

3 3

5 4- 2.

3 2 -1- 4-

Q. . 2 '2 0

5 3 4 -4

2 3 2 3

-- 4 --

;'. 2

2 --2

2

5

6

3

0

2

1

3 5 4
0 2 1

2 5 3

4

4
1

4

94



APPENDIX C

EXHIBIT III

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF SECOND GRADE LEVEL WORDS
TAUGHT BY SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS, SEX, AND RACE

WORD Disad- Non-Dis- males
vantimed advantaged

Females Negroes WMtes

arrow

baker

bal loon

band

bank

bedroom

berries

blanket

block
body

bone

bottle
bow

branch

bridge

brook

building
bush

butterfly

1 3 1 3 1

0 5 2 3 2 3

0 3 2 1 1 2

1 0 0 1 0 1

1 2 1 2 1 2

0 4 2 2 1 3

0 6 3 3 1 5

1 3 3 1 0 4

1 2 0 3 1 2

0 2 1 1 1 1

0 1 1 0 0 1

1 2 2 1 0 3

0 5 2 3 1 4

0 1 2 1 2

0 2 1 1 0 2

I 0 0 1 0

0 2 1 1 0 2

95

0

candle 1

card 1



WORD

EXHIBIT III (Continued)

niccd- Non-pis- Males Females Negroes Whites
vantaged advantaged

carrot
chimney

clock

cloud

coal

crow

deer

doctor

eight

engine

fairy

fence

finger-
forest

goose

handkerchief
heort

-horn

hunter

Indian

kitchen
knife:
ladder

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2 1

5 3

4 2 2

8 4 4

6 2 4

2 2

1 0

5 3

1 0 1

2 1

2 1 2

1

7 2 5

3 1 3

2 1 2

5 2 4

5 3 3

4 2 2

2 1 2

1 2

0 3

2 3

0 4

2 6

2 4

0 3

1 0

o 6

0

0

0

1

1

3

2 5

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

96



EXHIBIT ill (Continued)

WORD Non-Dis7 Males Ferriales Negroes Whites
vantaged advantaged

moon .0

mountain 0

pail 0

path 1

peanut .0

pianic .1

pie 1

pipe 0

.plate 0

pool 1

potato 1

poirpk1n--- -1.

radio 1

rake 0

1-113bon 0

oaf 0.

sea P

-shadow 0

....skate- _1.. .-_. _

stair-. 0 ,.

--- star- 0

stat.ion 0

stove

.---sJgr 1

2

6

3

2

7

1

.1

5

7

1

4

0

4

1

4

2

8

8 -.-

-: 7

3

1

2

1

4

0

1

1". '2- 1

1 2.: 0

3 4- 2

-1 1 -- 0

1 1 0

2 3 2

2 5 -2

0 1 .1

3 2 1

0 1- 0

2. 3 0

1 - 0. 0

2 2 1

0 2 . 1

3 5 2

..5-- 2 .--

2 _.1._.

2 3 2 -

0 3 1

3 4 1

1 4 1

1 3 0

2

5

-,2

3

5

2

2

3

5

1.

4

1-

5

1

1

6

6-

2_

3

2

6

4

4
.--_.--.--._isuit-' 2

..±":.._swing

telephone-
thirteen

,-tiger 0

toes

turtle,

tWelve_,

1 3 1 3

0 4 2 2

0 _6 3

1

2

3

97
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WORD

EXHIBIT III (Continued)
Disad- Non-Dis- Males Females Negroes Whites

vantaged advcritaged

twenty 0 5 2 3 2 3

umbrel la 0 9 4 5 2 7

wheat 0 2 1 2 1 2

wheel 0 3 2 1 1 2

whistle 1 5 3 3 1 5

wolf 5 2 3 0 5

women 0 8 3 5 2 6
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APPENDIX C

EXHIBIT IV

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THIRD GRADE LEVEL WORDS
TAUGHT BY SOCIOrECONOMIC STATUS, SEX, AND RACE

WORD Disad- Non-Dis-
vantaged advantaged

Males Females Negroes Whites

ant

artist
attic
axe

bamboo

barrel
beach

beast

beaver

beetle

bench

blossom

buffalo
cabin

camel

camera

0

0

0

0

0'

3

2

2

2

2

2

3

2

2

2

3

2

2

3

1

1

0

0

0

2

3

2

.2

2

0

0

1 0

2 0

2 0

0

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

3

2

2

-2

2

3

1

canal

castle
caterpil ar
cattle
cherry
chief
circle
clover
club

0

0

0



WORD

EXHIBIT IV (Continued)

Disad- Non-Dis
vantaged advantaged

- Mates Fen, les Negroes Whites

100

cord

cottage
cradle
curtain
diamond

eagle
e levator

e !even

enve lope

fifteen
fifty
fireman

fork

forty
fountain
furniture
grocery
hammer

. hawk.
highway

insect
Wand

_-_koti3O

lOntern.

library
lily
lip
oaf

Moto
napkin
needle--

_onion
_

2 1 1 0 2

2 0 0 2

2 1 1 0 2

3 1 2 0 3

4 1 3 0 4

1 1 0 0 1

3 0 3 0 3

4 1 3 0 4

3 0 3 0 3

2 0 2 0 2

0 1 0 1

0 0 1

0 2 0 2

0 3 0 3

1 3 0 4

0 2 0 2

1 2 0 3

1 0 2
2 0 2

1 1 0 0 1

2 1 1 0 2

4 1 3 0 4
2

0



WORD

owl
package

peach

pencil
piano
pillow
pitcher
plow
plum

railroad
reindeer
sack

sailor
sandwich
shelf
sixteen

snake
soldier
stocking
sweater

sword
thread

toad
tongue
owel
rousers

tulip
whnle
wigwam

witch

Disad-
vantaged

EXHIBIT IV (Continued)

Non-Dis- Males Females
advantaged

Negroes Whites

0 1 1

0 1

0 3 1

0 1 0 1

0 3 1 2

0 2 2

0 4 3 4

0 2 1 1 2

0 2 0 2 2

0 3 0 3 3

0 3 0 3 3

0 2 0 2 0 2

0 2 0 2 0 2

0 2 1 1 0 2
0 1 0 1 0 1

0 2 0 2 0 2

0 2 0 2 0 2

0 3 1 2 0 3

3 0 3 0 3

3 1 2 0 3

1 1 0 2
1 1 0 2

3 2
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